kSA400 6" Accordian Flange Mount for Zoom Lens

Material: Aluminum 6061
Finish: As Cast
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kSA400 6" Accordian Flange Mount for Standard Lens

Material: Aluminum 6061

Tolerancing Per: Interpret geometric tolerancing per: #2, 3, 4
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**Title:** kSA400 8” Accordion Flange Mount for Standard Lens
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**Dimensions:**

- Width: 9.0 MAX
- Height: 13.2

**Materials:**

- Aluminum 6061
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Title: kSA400 Right Angle Flange Mount REVERSE

Material: 5052-H32 Aluminum

Tolerances:
- Angular: Machined ±0.5
- Dimensions are in inches
- Two place decimal ±0.02
- Three place decimal ±0.005
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**Title:** kSA400 Right Angle Flange Mount REVERSE

**Material:** 5052-H32 Aluminum

**Finish:**
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- Dimensions are in inches
- Tolerances: Fractional
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